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Blank Turner

Make a Magical

WONDER TURNER
Watch drawings you create come to life!

INSTRUCTIONS: 1) Add bright colors to ﬁnish the Sample Turner and bring the illustration to life.
2) Carefully cut out both of the Sample Turner circles. 3) Place one circle on your work surface face down.
4) Lay your pencil ﬂat on top of that circle with the eraser positioned close to the center and the pencil
pointing down to line up with the cross on the front of the circle (see Finished Wonder Turner illustration
above). 5) Tape the pencil onto the circle using 2 pieces of tape. 6) Lay the second circle on top of the
pencil and ﬁrst circle matching the edges up as much as possible while lining the cross at the bottom
up with the pencil. 7) Tape the edges of the circles together using 4 small pieces of tape. 8) To view your
animation, roll the pencil back and forth between your palms while holding the Wonder Turner out in
front of you. This will fool your eyes into seeing both pictures at once creating an animated effect.

KEY:

cut out
line this point
up with the
pencil

SUPPLIES:
• colored pencils, crayons
or markers
• scissors or Xacto knife
• clear tape
• a pencil

CREATIVE CHALLENGE: 1) Use the Blank Turner
template to create your own unique and personal
animation. TIP: Keep your drawings simple,
high contrast and clear to get the best results!
2) Point your smartphone camera here to connect
with the Creative Challenges page on our website.
3) Follow the instructions there to share a video
of your work with us and we’ll send you some awesome, truly bragworthy free swag!

The Studio School is a public charter school providing an exemplary problem- and project-driven educational program for students in grades 9—12. We offer a studio-based visual
arts, media arts, design, and engineering curriculum combined with rigorous, interdisciplinary liberal arts studies, and local, national, and world-wide experiential
service-learning opportunities for all students. We cultivate students’ capacity for creativity, curiosity, empathy, and 21st Century citizenship while supporting the development
of their personal creative voice and leadership abilities. Visit studioschoolmn.org to watch our information session video and sign-up to attend a Maker Meetup event!
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This Wonder Turner is actually a thaumatope [thaw•muh•trohp], a toy invented
in the victorian-era that uses science to look like magic by tricking the eyes. As
the two images spin quickly, the human eye cannot follow one individually, so it
combines them. Before movies, TV and video games there were thaumatopes!
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